News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, September 15, 2019 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. For two years, the Bering Sea has been largely without winter ________, a development scientists modeling the warming impacts of greenhouse-gas pollution from fossil fuels once forecast would not occur until 2050. (MAIN)

2. PARIS — The April fire that engulfed Notre-Dame cathedral contaminated the cathedral site with clouds of toxic dust and exposed nearby schools, day-care centers, public parks and other parts of Paris to alarming levels of what? (MAIN)

3. What company is the world’s largest train maker? (MAIN)

4. OTTAWA, Ontario — A top intelligence official with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police who had access to a wide array of highly sensitive information gathered by Canada and its allies has been charged with what? (MAIN)

5. What happened to the 18-karat gold toilet (valued at roughly $1.25 million) that was installed in Britain’s Blenheim Palace, birthplace of Winston Churchill? (MAIN)

6. Vaping devices, which have soared in popularity as a way to consume nicotine and THC, the psychoactive ingredient in marijuana, have been linked in the past several months to nearly 400 illnesses and six deaths. State and federal health investigators have not yet determined a cause, but authorities are focusing on whether noxious chemicals have found their way into vaping supplies, perhaps from a flourishing nationwide black market of vaping products fueled by what? (MAIN)

7. University of Vermont Professor Wolfgang Mieder, is thought to be the world’s premier paroemiologist. What does he do and how long has he done it for? (MAIN)

8. FRESNO, Calif. — California authorities captured an ________ after the flightless fugitive led officers on a highway chase. (MAIN)

9. Starting this year, Oregon schools are required to teach what in their classes? (NW SUNDAY)

10. A frequent misconception is that “multigrain” means “whole grain.” All the “multi” in multigrain means is that the bread, cracker or other product contains multiple grains. They might all be whole, they might all be refined, or they might be a mix of both. So how can you tell the difference? (THE MIX)

News Break is posted to the Web on Monday. Please share this NIE News Break program with other teachers. To sign-up for the print replica for your class, please call 206/652-6290 or toll-free 1-888/775-2655. Copyright © 2019 The Seattle Times Company